
Social Media Enquiry
for 



Oasis Estate Agents
Staines-Upon-Thames

Oasis Estates have a social media
and video contract with JP Gardner
& Associates.
You can see a major increase on
the numbers from the next slide,
prior to our involvement.
We like to ensure that all posts
have accompanying pictures and
most posts are boosted, for a small
amount up to £15.00.
There is a balance of property
related posts and local area
news/information and we never
duplicate content across our
different clients, everything is
bespoke to your agency and
branding.
You will note, that video always has
the most engagement on video.



Oasis Estate Agents
Before JP Gardner &
Associates took over the
social media contract, you
can see from Facebook
insights the performance of
posts by looking at reach
and engagement, was not
engaged and the figures
were very low.

Our aim is always to make
sure that your clients /
followers and their friends
become interested in your
posts, get used to what to
expect and react by liking,
commenting or sharing.



Oasis Estate Agent
Here we have a high performing recent
post incorporating a video market
update from the MD. You can see the
video was viewed 1,222 times. We were
able to achieve these views by utilising
the boosting feature that Facebook
hosts.

When scheduling content it’s great to
follow #trends:
We often utilise the #tuesdaytestimonial,
which can be a fantastic way of making
sure you keep sharing your excellent
testimonials. We’ve seen some great
testimonials on your page and we would
want to get as much exposure as
possible from them.

Creating a graphic and posting one
every week helps to do this rather than
sending them all out at once.



Grisdales Estate Agents 

Here we have two recent posts from Grisdales. Grisdales are a sales & lettings, 3 branch agency based in
Cumbria, so they have a lot of natural beauty to work with (your location would suit this approach as
well). The staff send me photos whenever they’re out and about and this has helped to create the
regular travel segment. The other post is a recent competition, which we organised by myself. It received
some great engagement, gaining over 200 extra likes on the page because of the competition.



Analytics 

At the start of each month you will receive a detailed analytics report, tailored to your current

objectives. To begin with we analyze the performance of the previous month’s posts to see what

worked and what didn’t, offer our explanation and then add other things into the dashboard,

depending on what you would like to see e.g. more stats or a look at competitors social performance.


